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Do Ligand Binding and Solvent Exclusion Alter the Electrostatic Character
within the Oxyanion Hole of an Enzymatic Active Site?
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The thousands of enzyme structures solved to date have consistently revealed that biological catalysis occurs within sequestered
pockets containing complex interdigitations of polar and hydrophobic groups and from which water molecules are displaced upon
substrate binding.1 This chemical complexity has sparked considerable controversy regarding the electrostatic nature of active sites
and the role of substrate binding and solvent exclusion in shaping
active-site electrostatics.2-7 We report herein the site-specific
incorporation of a thiocyanate vibrational probe8 into the active
site of Pseudomonas putida ketosteroid isomerase (KSI) to directly
and quantitatively test the effect of steroid binding and concomitant
solvent exclusion on the local electrostatic environment.
KSI catalyzes a double-bond migration reaction in steroid
substrates that involves formation of a dienolate intermediate within
an active-site oxyanion hole composed of Y16, protonated D103,
and a preponderance of hydrophobic residues (Scheme 1A and
Supporting Information, Figure S1). Numerous physical changes
occur upon steroid binding that might alter the local electrostatic
environment within the KSI active site. In the free enzyme an
ordered water molecule is positioned within hydrogen-bonding
distance of Y16 and D103.9 This and additional disordered water
molecules present within the unliganded active site are displaced
upon steroid binding (Scheme 1B) and are substantially excluded
by the dense constellation of hydrophobic residues that pack around
the bound, hydrophobic steroid skeleton (Figure S1).9,10 Considering
the ∼250 Å3 excluded volume of a steroid, 8-10 water molecules
within the active site are presumably displaced upon binding.11
Based on MD simulations, 2-4 water molecules may remain in
the active site in the substrate- or product-bound ground states, but
all waters appear to be excluded in the intermediate complex
because of closer packing around the planar intermediate.9,12 Finally,
ligand binding does not grossly alter the conformations of backbone
and side-chain groups observed in X-ray structures of free (1OPY)
and bound (1OH0) KSI (0.5 Å rmsd). However, NMR and UV
studies suggest that steroid binding restricts the motions of several
active-site groups, including Y16.10,13
To test the effect of these changes on the electrostatic character
of the KSI active site, we incorporated a cyano (-CN) vibrational
probe into the oxyanion hole. The nitrile stretching frequency is
exquisitely sensitive to electric fields, and this sensitivity, quantified
by the vibrational Stark tuning rate, has been determined for
thiocyanate probes in simple solvents and ribonuclease S as 0.7
cm-1/(MV/cm).8,14,15 We introduced the -CN probe into the
oxyanion hole by engineering the M116C mutation into a cysteinefree variant of D40N KSI16 and converting the Cys-SH at position
116 to Cys-S-CN8 (referred to as KSI-CN). M116 is proximal to
hydrogen bond donors Y16 and D103, ∼3.7 Å from the oxygen of
the bound intermediate analogue equilenin (Figure S1), and
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Scheme 1. (A) KSI Reaction Mechanism; (B) Thiocyanate Probe
Reports on Electrostatic Changes upon Ligand Binding

surrounded by closely packed hydrophobic groups that sterically
limit gross reorientation. Functional assays indicate that the M116CCN modification decreases KSI catalysis (kcat/KM) and phenolate
binding by less than 3-fold, as expected for minimal perturbation
of the KSI active site (unpublished results).17
The FTIR spectrum of unliganded KSI-CN displays a narrow,
symmetric transition (fwhm ) 8 cm-1) centered at 2159.6 cm-1
(Figure 1), consistent with a single -CN conformation. This peak
is 6 cm-1 narrower and 2.9 cm-1 lower in energy than the 2162.5
cm-1 peak (fwhm ) 14 cm-1) observed for unfolded KSI-CN in
5.3 M urea (Figure S2), where the -CN probe is exposed to bulk
water. These differences are similar to other examples of nitrile
probes in proteins in which the folded protein interior sequesters
the probe from the relatively disordered dipoles of liquid water,
resulting in a 3-4 cm-1 narrowing of the inhomogeneous line
width, and places the probe in an idiosyncratic local environment,
giving peak shifts of 7-9 cm-1 to lower energy.8,18
To test the effect of ground state steroid binding and water
displacement on the local electric field within the oxyanion hole,
we recorded the spectrum of KSI-CN bound to the product
analogue 19-nortestosterone (19-NT) (Scheme 1B). The carbonyl
oxygen of 19-NT and the oxygen of the ordered water molecule it
replaces have similar calculated negative electrostatic potentials,19
leading to the expectation that this exchange alone might contribute
only a small perturbation to oxyanion hole electrostatics superimposed on any effect from exclusion of the remainder of the water
molecules. Observation of a large peak shift upon 19-NT binding,
therefore, would strongly suggest a substantial electric field change
from replacing disordered waters within the active site with the
hydrophobic skeleton of 19-NT. The peak position of 2160.0 cm-1
observed for KSI-CN‚19-NT is only 0.4 cm-1 higher in energy
than free KSI-CN (Figure 1). Based on a Stark tuning rate of 0.7
cm-1/(MV/cm), this peak shift indicates that the net electric field
experienced along the -CN bond axis has increased by 0.6 MV/
cm, a minor change compared to reports of electric field changes
in proteins of 10 MV/cm or higher upon mutation.20-23 This minor
change suggested, most simply, a minimal contribution to local field
10.1021/ja075605a CCC: $37.00 © 2007 American Chemical Society
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Table 1. KSI-CN Ligands, Their Aqueous pKa Values, C-O
Bond Lengths, and the Observed -CN Vibrational Frequencies.
KSI ligand

unliganded
19-nortestosterone
equilenin
2-naphtholate
4-F-3-Me-phenolate

pKaa

C−O length
(Å)

−CN stretch
(cm-1)b

∆ (cm-1)c

9.7
9.6
9.8

1.22d
1.31e
1.32f
1.33g

2159.6
2160.0
2162.4
2162.5
2162.3

0.4
2.8
2.9
2.7

a From ref 24. b Average of 3 or more replicates, standard deviation (0.1
cm-1. c Difference from unliganded KSI-CN. d Cambridge Structural
Database (CSD): NOTEST01. e A 1.1 Å KSI‚equilenin structure (PDB:
1OH0). f CSD: GAWHAO. g CSD: PIPGEA.

Figure 1. IR absorption spectra of free and ligand-bound KSI-CN,
normalized to a maximum absorbance of 1.

from replacing active-site disordered waters with hydrophobic
steroid rings, a conclusion we directly tested as described below.
During steroid isomerization negative charge localizes on the
substrate oxygen of the intermediate (Scheme 1A). This charge
localization is accompanied by lengthening of the substrate C-O
bond from 1.2 Å in the carbonyl ground state to 1.3 Å in the
dienolate intermediate, presumably extending the oxyanion deeper
into the oxyanion hole. To test whether negative charge localization
and any accompanying active-site changes alter the local electric
field within the oxyanion hole, we acquired the spectrum of KSICN bound to the intermediate analogue equilenin (Scheme 1B).
We observed a single peak at 2162.4 cm-1 shifted 2.4 cm-1 higher
in energy than that observed for 19-NT (Figure 1). This peak shift
corresponds to a 3 MV/cm larger projection of the local electric
field along the -CN bond, a fivefold larger change than the 0.6
MV/cm change observed upon 19-NT binding. The sign and
magnitude of this difference are consistent with the close approach
(∼4 Å) of the localized oxyanion of equilenin to the probe and
possible increased ordering of active-site dipoles in response to
increased charge localization in the oxyanion hole.24
The minimal peak shift upon 19-NT binding together with the
much larger shift upon equilenin binding strongly suggested a
substantial role for oxyanion charge localization in shaping local
electrostatics and a negligible role for replacement of active-site
waters with hydrophobic steroid rings. To dissect these possible
contributions, we recorded spectra of KSI-CN bound to 2-naphtholate and 4-F-3-Me-phenolate (Scheme 1B), intermediate analogues with planar A ring geometries and negative charges like
equilenin but lacking distal steroid rings. Substituted phenolates
bind in the KSI active site in an orientation nearly superimposable
with that of equilenin,24 indicating that distal rings are not required
for proper positioning. Furthermore, 2-naphtholate and 4-F-3-Mephenolate are expected to have oxyanion charge localizations
equivalent to equilenin, based on their nearly identical C-O bond
lengths and aqueous pKa values (Table 1).25 The -CN peak
positions observed for the KSI-CN‚2-naphtholate and KSI-CN‚
4-F-3-Me-phenolate are identical within error to that observed for
bound equilenin (Figure 1). This result indicates that the projection
of the local electric field within the oxyanion hole along the axis
of the -CN probe is not significantly altered upon replacement of
active site waters by the distal steroid rings.
We conclude that solvent exclusion and replacement by the
remote hydrophobic steroid rings negligibly alter the electrostatic
environment within the KSI oxyanion hole. Development of
localized negative charge analogous to that present in the dienolate
intermediate, however, dramatically increases the magnitude of the
local electric field. This increase reflects field contributions from
the localized negative charge itself as well as possible increased
ordering of active site dipoles in response to charge localization.

These results predict that the change in local electric field will
depend strongly on the degree of oxyanion charge localization-a
prediction we are currently testing. Further quantitative tests of
active-site electrostatics in this and other enzymes, including
selective introduction of -CN probes at specified positions within
the KSI active site, will be facilitated by the general -CN probe
incorporation chemistry8 employed herein.
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